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Epidemic generations and threshold quantities: the use of
mathematical models to understand disease dynamics

The SIR epidemic model and the basic reproduction
number.

Measles in New Zealand: an epidemic prevented by a
mathematical model, and a change in the vaccination
schedule.

Structured models: of men and mosquitoes; applications to
dengue and sexually transmitted infections.

Ecological and epidemiological stability: how infectious
diseases can change ecosystems.
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The SIR epidemic model

The population is divided into N = S + I + R.

those Susceptible
those Infected and Infectious
those Removed from the population (immune or dead)

An epidemic

only begins if R0
S(0)
N > 1;

peaks when R0
S(t)
N = 1;

ends at S(∞) > 0.

The proportion infected
solves
R0 + 1
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The basic reproduction number

R0 := The expected number of secondary
cases that would arise from a typical
primary case in a susceptible population.

If R0
S(0)

N > 1 then a major epidemic
will occur following the introduction of
infection.
If R0

S(0)
N < 1 then a minor epidemic

will occur following the introduction of
infection.

For influenza R0 < 3.

For measles R0 > 12.
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Measles in New Zealand

Biennial epidemics through the 1960s.

Vaccination at 15 months from 1970 (MMR1).

Epidemics in 1972, 1975, 1977, 1980, 1985, 1991.

Vaccination at 11 years from 1992 (MMR2).

The question (1996):

Is there going to be an epidemic of measles next year?

** MMR: measles, mumps, and rubella.
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The measles model

We used an SIR model with:

multiple age classes and inter-class mixing;
seasonal transmission of infection;
historical vaccination rates.

The unknowns were:

the degree of inter-ageclass mixing;
the amplitude of seasonality in transmission;
the basic reproduction number R0;
the history of infection.

We knew the history of
epidemics, but only from
hospitalizations.
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The prediction (in 1996)

Susceptibles decrease during epidemics 

Infecteds peak during epidemics 

1997 

Upper trace: susceptibles (thousands).

Lower trace: infecteds (hundreds).
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The outcome
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The vaccination campaign stopped the epidemic.

Note the logarithmic scale.
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Measles - an epidemic prevented

A measles epidemic in NZ involves 60 to 80 thousand cases,
and hospitalisation rate of ∼ 1%, and about ten deaths.

Data used for the model were:

estimates of vaccination coverage and efficacy;
the length of the infectious period (one week);
New Zealand demography;
and R0 = 12.8.

Measles became a notifiable disease in 1996.

An epidemic was prevented by mass vaccination in 1997.

The question in 1998 was:

What can we do to prevent further epidemics of measles?
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Some mathematics

Vaccinate a proportion v of the population.

The basic reproduction number under vaccination is

RV = (1− v)R0

To prevent epidemics we require RV < 1.

To achieve this we require v > 1− 1
R0

In other words, the proportion in the population that is
susceptible must be less than 1/R0.

This concept can be extended to more complicated models.
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The susceptible population - before 2001
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MMR1 

15 months 

MMR2 

11 years 

Susceptibles are above target (above is bad).
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The susceptible population - after 2001
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MMR1 

15 months 

MMR2 

4 years 

Susceptibles are below target. Mission achieved.
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Measles - conclusions

On the basis of the 1998 model, the vaccination schedule was
changed in 2001. MMR2 before 5 years solved the problem.

but, there were 597 cases in 2011, and 55 to March 23, 2012;
77% not immunised.

It is not always necessary to have a lot of data in order to gain
useful insights from a mathematical model.
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Infection generations overlap

Second genera+on cases. 

Suscep'ble                                              Infec'ous               Immune    . 

First genera+on cases. 

Infec'ous                                                        Immune                                          . 
Imported case. 

Daily incidence  
of infec+on 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Real time and generations

Genera&on 4 

Incidence 

3 2 1 

At the beginning of an epidemic, incidence is exponential and
generations become Gaussian.
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Structured models

Finding R0 for a structured model requires averaging over
states at infection, which may relate to different host types.

States at infection may include:

different sexes or species;
core groups at high risk of infection;
reservoirs of infection.
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Two host types - example

Next generation matrix K =

(
0 K12

K21 0

)
The basic reproduction number is R0 = ρ(K) =

√
K12K21.

ρ(K): the spectral radius is a measure of the matrix’s size.

The type reproduction number is T = K12K21.
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Add a high risk group

Next generation matrix

K =

 0 K12 0
K21 0 K23

0 K32 0
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Reproduction numbers

Next generation matrix 0 K12 0
K21 0 K23

0 K32 0


The basic reproduction number is

R0 = ρ (K) =
√
K12K21 + K32K23

The type reproduction numbers are

T1 =
K21K12

1− K32K23
T2 = K12K21+K32K23 T3 =

K23K32

1− K12K21
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The type reproduction number

The type reproduction number for Type One is

T1 = K21K12 + K21K32K23K12 + K21K32K23K32K23K12 + . . .

= (K21K12)
(

1 + (K32K23) + (K32K23)2 + . . .
)

= K21K12 ×
1

1− K32K23
Sum of a geometric series.

If K32K23 > 1 then Type Three is a reservoir of infection.
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Vaccinate Type 2

The basic reproduction number under vaccination is

RV =
√

(1− v) (K12K21 + K32K23)

The type reproduction number for Type 2 under vaccination is

T2V = (1− v) (K12K21 + K32K23) = (1− v) T2

The critical proportion to vaccinate is

v∗2 = 1− 1

T2
= 1− 1

R0
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Vaccinate Type 3

The basic reproduction number under vaccination is

RV =
√

K12K21 + (1− v)K23K32

The type reproduction number for Type 3 under vaccination is

T3V =
(1− v)K23K32

1− K12K21
= (1− v) T3

The critical proportion to vaccinate is

v∗3 = 1− 1

T3

but is not directly related to R0.
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Summary so far

The type reproduction number T is an alternative threshold
quantity to the basic reproduction number R0.

For structured populations, there is a different type
reproduction number for each host type.

It can be shown that R0 < 1 if and only if Tj < 1 for all host
types j .

If Tj > 1 then host type j is a reservoir of infection.

Critical control efforts in structured populations may be
calculated as v∗j = 1− 1

Tj .

The concept of T may be extended to apply to epidemic
infections, and to subsets of host types.

Roberts & Heesterbeek 2003 Proc.R.Soc.B 270:1359-64.

Heesterbeek & Roberts 2007 Math.Biosci. 206:3-10.
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A food web

A food web consists of (a lot) of interacting species.

dNi

dt
= νi (Ni )Ni − µi (Ni )Ni − Ni

∑
j∈Pi

φijNj + Ni

∑
k∈Qi

ekiφkiNk

Species i is born.

Species i dies.

Species i is eaten.

Species i eats.

A steady state is either N i = 0 or solves

νi (N i )− µi (N i ) =
∑
j∈Pi

φijN j −
∑
k∈Qi

ekiφkiNk

There are usually multiple steady states.
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Ecological stability

The stability of a steady state depends on the eigenvalues of
the community matrix, C

({
N i

})
.

The diagonals are

Cii =
[
(νi − µi )N i

]′ −∑
j∈Pi

φijN j +
∑
k∈Qi

ekiφkiNk

The off-diagonals are

Cij = −φij for j ∈ Pi , negative if you are being eaten.
Cik = ekiφki for k ∈ Qi , positive if you are doing the eating.
Ci` = 0 for ` /∈ Pi ∪Qi , zero otherwise.

A stable steady state is an equilibrium state.
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An infectious disease on a food web

dNi

dt
= νi (Ni )Ni − µi (Ni )Ni − αi Ii −

∑
j∈Pi

φij (Si + qij Ii ) (Sj + pij Ij)

+
∑
k∈Qi

ekiφki (Si + pki Ii ) (Sk + qki Ik)

dIi
dt

= βi
Si Ii
Ni
− µi (Ni )Ii − αi Ii − Ii

∑
j∈Pi

φijqij (Sj + pij Ij)

+ Si
∑
k∈Qi

ckiφki Ik + κiSi

n∑
`=1

r`I`

Species i is born.

Species i dies.

Species i is eaten.

Species i eats.

Direct transmission of
infection.

Environmental transmission
of infection.
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Epidemiological stability

The stability of any disease-free steady state is determined by
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix

J =

(
C D
0 H

)
The steady state is ecologically stable if s(C) < 0.

C is the community matrix.

The steady state is epidemiologically stable if s(H) < 0.

H determines the stability of an ecological equilibrium to
invasion by an infectious disease.

0 is a matrix of zeroes. Its presence decouples ecological and
epidemiological stability.

s(M) is the maximum real part of the eigenvalues of M.
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Example: A resource - consumer/pathogen system

The infection is only in the consumer

The Jacobian at any infection-free equilibrium is

Species i is born.

Species i dies.

Species i is eaten.

Species i eats.


−• −•

... +•

+• −•
... −• − •

· · · · · ·
... · · ·

0 0
... R0 − 1
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Bifurcation diagrams against φ.

The resource

K is the steady state
without consumers.
N̄1 is the steady state
with consumers.
N∗

1 is the steady state
with consumers and
pathogen.

The consumer

N̄2, N̂2 are the steady
states without pathogen.
N∗

2 , I
∗
2 are the steady

states with pathogen.

1" 2"

resource 
biomass 
decreases 

with consumer 

with consumer 
and pathogen 

no consumer 

1" 2"

consumer 
population 
increases 

with pathogen 

with primary resource 

without primary resource 
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What happened in the Serengeti?

They eliminated rinderpest from the cattle.

This increased numbers of wild ungulates, such as wildebeest.

The grass biomass was reduced, with much less dead matter.

Forest fires became less frequent.
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Example: A prey - predator - pathogen system

The infection is in both animal species.

System stability is determined by the Jacobian matrix:

J =

(
C D
0 H

)
=

(
C D
0 T + Σ

)

C is the community matrix that determines ecosystem
stability.
T is the transmission matrix for the pathogen.
Σ is the transition matrix for the pathogen.
The next generation matrix is K = −TΣ−1.

H determines stability to pathogen invasion in chronological
time.

K determines stability to pathogen invasion in generation
time.

Both matrices depend on the stable ecosystem configuration.
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The stability diagram - the
(
R2

0, φ
)
plane.

Predator 
only	  	    

 
 

Prey 
Predator 

and 
Pathogen	  

Prey and 
Predator	  

Predator and 
Pathogen only 

R2
0 is the basic reproduction number of the pathogen in the

predator.

φ is the feeding rate of the consumer.
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Prey species: steady states against φ.

no predators 

with predators 

pathogen 

N̂1 is the steady state without predators.

N1 is the steady state with predators.

N∗1 , N
∗∗
1 are the steady states without or with predators, with

pathogen. I ∗1 , I
∗∗
1 are the infected steady states
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What does it mean?

If φ < φcrit, the prey and predator coexist.

If φ > φcrit, the feeding rate is too high and the prey and
predator can’t coexist without the pathogen.

The pathogen keeps the predator population at a lower level,
and keeps the prey population viable.
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The main points

The structure of the Jacobian matrix at the infection-free
steady state decouples criteria for ecological stability and
epidemiological stability.

In the first example, eliminating the pathogen increased the
consumer population and reduced the resource.

In the second example, introducing the pathogen suppressed
the predator population, enabling coexistence of predator and
prey.

Roberts & Heesterbeek 2013.
Characterizing the next-generation
matrix and basic reproduction
number in ecological epidemiology.
Journal of Mathematical Biology
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